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Centre for Theoretical and Computational Chemistry
CTCC

• Centre of Excellence 2007 – 2017 shared between UiT and UiO
• Vision: the  CTCC will be a leading international contributor to computational 

chemistry by carrying out cutting-edge research in the field of theoretical and 
computational chemistry at the highest international level

• Integration of computation into participating experimental groups
• About 800 publications with 13000 citations in 150 journals 

• 3 ERC Grants, 4 Young Research Talent Grants



Motivation
• New experimental facilities revolutionize how we study matter

– unprecedented resolution in time and space

• Revolution in computation needed to seize new opportunities
– we will develop, apply, and distribute the necessary computational tools



Challenges
• Millions of atoms in short laser pulses and strong fields

– local and global processes occurring over short and long time scales

• Modeling of such processes poses a wall of challenges
– forcing us to take fresh look at computation

Tear Down 
The WalL!



Research Themes



RT1: Electronic Structure
The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file. The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.

Thomas Bondo Pedersen (UiO),  Luca Frediani (UiT)
To understand and predict quantum effects in complex systems and their 
interactions with external fields, we will develop accurate, scalable 
electronic-structure models, with emphasis on coupled-cluster theory 
and density-functional theory. 



RT2: Multi-Scale Modelling 

all-atom                         coarse-grained                       mesoscale                              

Michele Cascella (UiO), Bjørn Olav Brandsdal (UiT)
To model large-scale systems and the effects of complex environments, 
we will develop multiscale tools coupling quantum/atomistic models to 
coarse-grain/mesoscale schemes, spanning several orders of 
magnitude in space and time. 



Kenneth Ruud (UiT), Thomas Bondo Pedersen (UiO)

RT3: Spectroscopic Processes
To model interactions between complex systems and electromagnetic fields 
made accessible through fourth-generation light sources, we will develop 
novel multiscale models for calculating and predicting new spectroscopies. 
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RT4: Extreme Environments
Trygve Helgaker (UiO), Kenneth Ruud (UiT)

To understand the exotic, squeezed chemistry of extreme magnetic 
fields and pressure, computational models will be extended to large 
systems with inclusion of dynamics, and spectra of astrophysical 
relevance will be calculated. 

• Magnetic forces compete with Coulomb forces at fields at about 100 kT
• Rotation of electrons in the field generates a new bond: paramagnetic bond
• Molecules of noble gas atoms



RT5: Chemical Transformations
Odile Eisenstein (UiO), Kathrin Hopmann (UiT)

To control the reactivity and energy transfer of complex chemical 
transformations, we will develop new computational protocols based 
on state-of-the-art electronic-structure and multiscale methods. 



RT6: Multiphase Systems 

simple lipid bilayers accurate models of gram negative bacteria with macromolecular complexes

To unravel the statistical laws of complex systems, we will develop 
novel computational protocols to study the structure and dynamics of 
macromolecules and their interactions with membranes and interfaces. 

Bjørn Olav Brandsdal (UiT),  Michele Cascella (UiO), 



Research Themes



Theory, Methods, Computing



Hylleraas Vision
The Hylleraas Centre will develop and apply computational methods 

to understand, interpret, and predict 
new chemistry, physics, and biology of 

molecules in complex and extreme environments.
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https://www.mn.uio.no/hylleraas/english/abo
ut/hylleraasapplication_full.pdf
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• Leadership and Administration: 6
• Principal Investigators: 6
• Adjuncts: 1
• Affiliates: 6
• Researchers: 14
• Postdocs: 10
• PhD students: 22
• Master students: 5

• Total: 70 members and affiliates



Researchers and Postdocs



PhD students



Female Role Models

• Field dominated by men
– 25–30% female enter the field
– little national recruitment

• CTCC
– four female adjunct professors
– talented female postdocs
– FemEX conference series

• Hylleraas Centre
– 2 of 6 PIs are women
– female sabbatical visitors
– mentor program
– aiming for 40%–60% balance

Prof. II
CTCC

Young 
Research 
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Principal
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Conference Series FemEX
• FemEX: Female Excellence in Theoretical and Computational Chemistry

• Tromsø (2010), Oslo (2014), Putten (2017), Copenhagen (2020)

• Two large congresses with more than 30% female speakers



Career Development Program

• We have initiated project for improved career development
– Career Development Program (CDP) — Michele Cascella & Kathrin Hopmann
– Karriereutviklingspilotprogram (KUPP 2018) at University of Oslo
– Elements of CDP will be introduced in the second half of 2019

• Three phases of career development
– onboarding: introduction to centre of newcomers
– ongoing: support for success in your work at the centre through ownership 
– outgoing: preparation for the next step — inside or outside of academie

• Success of CDP depends on all members
– be active — how can I contribute
– Young Researcher Parliament 



Finances



Funding over 10 Years
• Basic Funding: 206 MNOK

• External Funding: 65 MNOK
– at least four ERC grant pass to second stage
– on average two RCN grants at any time

• In-kind Contributions: 96 MNOK
– 5 Pis (50% positions)
– 2 senior engineers (100% positions)

Research Council 
funding: 130

High Performance 
Computing: 16

Own funding: 59



Cost Items Basic Funding
Cost Item annual cost / MNOK

directors & adjunct PI (50%) 2.7

heads of office & communication officer 1.5

PhDs and postdocs 10.5

mobility 3.0

regular events 0.7

expenditure 0.6

HPC 1.6

20.6

salary PhDs and postdocs: 10.5  = 4.5 (RCN) + 3.7 (UiO) + 2.3 (UiT)



Hylleraas Annual Report



Egil A. Hylleraas (1898–1965)

• Egil Hylleraas — a pioneer of computational quantum mechanics 
– confirmed validity of quantum mechanics for more than one particle (1929) 
– predicted the stability of hydrogen anion, later detected on the Sun (1930)
– first quantum-mechanical study of a molecular crystal LiH (1930)
– introduced many now-standard techniques of quantum chemistry 



Hylleraas Vision
The Hylleraas Centre will develop and apply computational methods 

to understand, interpret, and predict 
new chemistry, physics, and biology of 

molecules in complex and extreme environments.


